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Tyson and Kenzie

It was a Adjective day in the middle of May when Kenzie and Tyson Verb Past Tense . Kenzie was

Noun run a Event for the girls through Youth for Christ and Tyson was playing

Noun with some boys at the same location. Tyson Verb Past Tense through the back door carrying

Noun to put away. It was then that they were introduced by their Noun , Art Schroeder (

matchmaker extraordinaire), and had their first Noun . They both thought the other was

Adjective , but tried to stifle the feelings and focus on the Noun that summer. Throughout the

summer they ran many Noun together, went on numerous Walmart supply runs, and got to know one

another Adverb . The entire time being "encouraged" by their boss about how Adjective of a

team they were. They heard the phrase, "you guys know you are allowed to date, right?" numerous times. They

laughed it off and continued their summer. On the last day of Noun , Tyson was planning on

Adjective Kenzie home and ask what she thought about Verb Present ends in ING . Plans changed

when one of the youth needed a ride home and insisted that Kenzie be dropped off first. This delayed the

conversation to the next week when they met for Noun because he "had some time to kill in Portage

and needed something to do." Over the course of the next 3 coffee (not) dates they decided to Verb Base 

Form Noun while they were both at separate Bible schools. When Kenzie returned home for

Christmas break they spent as much time together as possible and eventually decided to date. Fast forward two

years of adventures later and they are getting married. All thanks to the Adjective Art Schroeder.
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